Do you have a green mindset, and do you wish to take part in the Green
Transition and become part of PLASTIX’ Input Fractionation Team?
PLASTIX is a manufacturer of GREEN PLASTICs, in terms of high-quality pellets, located in Lemvig.
PLASTIX has developed a unique technology, enabling the mechanical recycling of post-use plastic fibres
primarily from the maritime industry but also post-use fibers stemming from AGRI, Building & Construction
and Packaging (Big Bags), which all represent our input feedstock.
PLASTIX’ consistent, high-quality pellets are the product of expert proprietary know-how, which enables us
to research, develop and produce according to costumer specific requirements.
PLASTIX is already in the proces of scaling-up our prodiction capacity and we are currently finalizing our
new fractionating area which is expected to be in operations in the coming months.
Tasks
PLASTIX’ Fractioning Team 1 and 2 consist of each 8-10 colleagues, who work in shifts, to be structured into
2 shifts per day from Monday – Friday.
Weekend work will be an option prior to approval of direct manager Peter Buhl.
The Fractioning Team will be processing the waste fiber input into a sorted and homogeneous quality input
for production.
Daily Tasks:
-

Assist with reception, registration and weighing of waste input material on PLASTIX’ bridge weight
Rough sorting of nets and ropes
Fractioning and cleaning of nets and rope
Fine sorting of nets and ropes into homogeneous (same plastic type) fractions of HDPE and PP
fractions respectively
Processing and nets and ropes in Guillotine and Bailer
Transport of bailes and batch-registered input to PLASTIX’ production
All of the above according to PLASTIX’ quality requirements

PLASTIX is continuously developing the working environment together with our colleagues, and ensures we
have the best and newest available machinery for the optimization of our day-to-day work tasks.
PLASTIX will ensure that you are properly trained by our experienced Foremen and colleagues.
I og med, at du vil beskæftige dig med vedligeholde af komplekse procesanlæg og udvikling, forstiller vi os at
du kan bidrage med følgende:
Working hours:
Currently Monday - Wednesday: 05:50h – 18:10h and Wedesday-Friday: 05:50h – 18:10h
We are aiming at changing this to a 5-days working week with a day and night shift.
Employment Conditions:
Permanent employment according to DI/CO-Industry Labour Agreement.
You:
As a person, you like to work in teams of 2-3 persons, you are proud of your work, quality focused and
always ready to go the extra mile to ensure feedstock for the production. We treasure that you see yourself
as being effective, flexible, diligent, committed and reliable.
There is no minimum requirement of education, however you must have a drivers license to be employed.
Truck licence permit is an advantage as well.
Language: Danish or English
How to apply:
If you are interested please call Peter Buhl: +45 9244 8005 peter@plastixglobal.com or Gabrial Vladut: +45
5455 8851, gabriel.m@plastixglobal.com.
We are looking forward to hearing from you!

